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Abstract: In a megacity, structure response during an earthquake could be increased or decreased 

due to effects from neighboring structures, through structure‐soil‐structure interaction (SSSI). In the 

present study, a series of dynamic geotechnical centrifuge tests are carried out to investigate SSSI 

effects on responses of structure with various characteristics of mass, height, and natural frequency. 

Experimental observations are focused on the effects of the distance between two structures, type, 

and peak acceleration of input excitation. A period lengthening is observed in the soil‐foundation‐

structure interaction (SFSI) effects of all structures. It is monitored that an increment in response of 

smaller structure and a decrement in response of larger structure, compared to isolated structure, 

due to SSSI effects. Unfavorable distance reveals that the most significant increment in response of 

S2 structure occurred at approximately one‐fourth of wavelength transmitted from the vibrating 

adjacent structure. More severe SSSI effects are found under a lower input earthquake acceleration. 

It is found that both height and mass ratios, between two adjacent structures, are particular 

parameters on SSSI, resulting in increment or reduction of structure response. 

Keywords: soil‐foundation‐structure interaction; structure‐soil‐structure interaction; centrifuge 

modal; fixed‐base frequency ratio; mass ratio 

 

1. Introduction 

The soil‐structure interaction (SSI) is well‐known as a dynamic coupling phenomenon between 

soil and structure under seismic loading [1,2]. In engineering practice, a free‐field (FF) motion, 

recorded in soil at a distance far away from the structure, could be preliminarily regarded as a 

foundation input motion (FIM) for structure analysis [3]. However, an earthquake acceleration 

recorded in the free‐field generally differs from the FIM. Thus, soil‐foundation‐structure interaction 

(SFSI) has been recently considered to estimate seismic response of a structure [4–6]. Ahmadi and 

Eskandari [7], and Eskandari et al. [8], have proposed mathematical solutions for the vibration of 

foundations, either embedded or buried with an inclined load. SFSI is attributed to two distinct 

mechanisms: (1) Kinematic interaction (KI) of soil‐foundation, and (2) inertial motion (II) of structure 

that re‐affects response of the foundation [2,4,5,9–13].  

Due to the global explosion in demography and the development of megacities, many structures 

constructed are surrounded by various sized buildings with different dynamic characteristics. 
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Previous investigations have reported that significant changes of the near‐field motion, due to the 

dynamic response of structures [14]. Such changes also affect the response of structures located 

nearby, this is called the structure‐soil‐structure interaction (SSSI) phenomenon [4,15–19]. Therefore, 

it is essential in engineering practices to explore SSSI effects to avoid unexpected damage in structure 

when another structure is placed nearby, as SSSI effects are not considered in modern seismic design 

codes [20–22].  

Lee and Wesley [19], in their pioneering work, have analytically investigated SSSI effects for a 

group of two and three buildings in a 3D scheme, using a simple model composed of masses and 

springs connection. Other works of Luco and Contesse [23], Murakami and Luco [24], and Wong and 

Trifunac [25] have been performed to study two‐dimensional seismic problems of two or more 

infinite shear walls with a scenario of vertically incident harmonic SH‐waves propagation. They have 

observed some detrimental effects on structure response during an earthquake when a target wall is 

located adjacent to a larger and heavier one. More recently, Nakagawa et al. [26] and Kitada et al. [27] 

performed a large‐scale force vibration test for a cluster of NPP and found that the appearance of 

Control Building can result in a decrease in Reactor Building response in the vicinity of the structures’ 

resonant frequency. Xu et al. [28] and Broc [29] have conducted back‐analysis for the above large‐

scale force vibration tests, using SASSI program and couple boundary element method and finite 

element method. Their results suggest that: (1) SSSI effects occur near the peak response; and (2) SSSI 

could be associated with structural properties.  

Some numerical or experimental studies have also been performed to find key factors controlling 

SSSI effects in a configuration group of two structures, including the distance between two 

foundations and the characteristics of an adjacent structure, such as relative mass, height, and natural 

frequency. Chen et al. [17]; Ogut [30]; and Naserkhaki and Pourmohammad [18] have numerically 

demonstrated that a massive structure can have detrimental SSSI effects on a lighter structure. On the 

other hand, Alexander et al. [16], Aldaikh et al. [31], and Aldaikh et al. [32] have used a discrete model 

and demonstrated that SSSI effects between two and three single‐degree‐of‐freedom (SDOF) 

structures could be controlled by height or fixed‐base frequency ratios between structures. They 

found that the response of short structure increased when taller structures with lower in fixed‐base 

frequency were located in close proximity. Mason et al. [4] and Trombetta et al. [33] have successfully 

conducted centrifuge tests to investigate the SSSI effects between a higher structure and a non‐linear 

frame structure, using multi‐earthquakes as input motions. Alexander et al. [16] and Aldaikh et al. 

[31] have reported that SSSI effects between two structures could appear at a distance twice the 

foundation width (B). Padrón et al. [34] have studied the site‐city interaction and suggested that an 

“unfavorable distance” between the center of foundations with approximately one half or one‐fourth 

of the wavelength (λ), being produced by structure vibrations for propagations of SV‐, and R‐wave, 

respectively, could induce the most extreme SSSI effects,  

Throughout these historical analyses, it is clear that the SSSI phenomena is still un‐revealing. In 

the present study, nine centrifugal tests were performed to investigate the SSSI effects of two 

structures with various ratios of mass, height, fixed‐base frequency, and distance between structures. 

Three SDOF structures (named S1, S2, and S3, respectively) were designed with different inertia 

characteristics (i.e., height and mass) and fixed‐base frequency. The SSSI effects on S1 structure were 

explored in both time and frequency domains when S2 or S3 structures were located at various 

distances between two structures. Finally, the effects of distance between structures, height ratio, and 

mass ratio on the variation of structure response with the appearance of neighbor structure compared 

with that of isolated structure were discussed.  

2. Model Preparation and Testing Procedure 

2.1. Centrifuge and In-Flight Earthquake Simulator 

Modeling in the geotechnical centrifuge is one of the most convenient approaches to investigate 

the dynamic soil‐structure interaction, especially with frequency‐controlled earthquake motions. 

Tests in this study were performed at the Geotechnical Centrifuge Testing Center, located in the 
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Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST). The maximum pay‐load capacity of 

the centrifuge machine is 2400 kg for 100 g with a rotational radius of 5.0 m. The earthquake simulator 

used in this study is an electro‐hydraulic‐servo type. It can generate a maximum ground acceleration 

of 40 g [35]. An equivalent shear beam (ESB) model container, with an inner dimension of 490×490 

mm inner dimension and a height of 630 mm, was used to reduce the boundary effect on the dynamic 

behavior of soil [36]. To choose an appropriate centrifugal scale, both frequency content of the input 

motion generated by an earthquake simulator and the model scale were considered. A centrifugal 

acceleration (N) of 45 g was implemented for all tests in this study. 

2.2. Experimental Program 

2.2.1. Structure and Soil Modeling 

Three model buildings named S1, S2, and S3 with different masses and heights were designed 

to simulate the SSSI effects between various structures in a megacity environment. Structure models 

were made as SDOF building composed of two thin plates and a lumped mass at the top. Aluminum 

was used because it was challenging to construct model structures with concrete. Table 1 shows 

dimensions of prototype structures with considering scaling laws. Foundation dimensions with 

equivalent radius (rf =���/�, where B = width and L = length of the foundation) were selected 

considering the size of each model, the size of the ESB container, and centrifugal acceleration. Height 

(h, from bottom to center of lumped mass) of the structure was 9.4 m for S1, 8.25 m for S2, and 2.97 m 

for S3.  

Table 1. Dimensions and characteristics of structural models. 

Structures S1 S2 S3 

Dimensions at prototype scale (m) 

(Dimensions at 1 g) (mm) 

 

  

 

 
Foundation dimensions:  

Width (B) × Length (L) × Thickness (T) 

(m) 

5.2 × 5.2 × 0.9 4.1 × 5.2 × 0.9 
1.2 × 2.0 × 

0.9 

Foundation equivalent radius, rf (m) 2.95  2.61  0.82  

Height, h (m) 9.4 8.25 2.97 

Mass at 1 g, m (kg)  1.89 1.25 0.13 

fn,model at 1 g, (Hz) (hammer test) 98.6 82.04 317.4 

fn at 45 g, (Hz)  2.19 1.82 7.05  

Mass ratio, ψ = mS1/m  1.0 1.5 15.3 

Height ratio, χ = hS1/h 1.0 1.14 3.16 

Factor of safety, FSv 19.6 22.5 23.1 

Note: rf =���/�; fn = structural fixed‐base frequency; Tn = structural fixed‐based period. 

Mass ratio (ψ = massadjacent/massreference) and height ratio (χ = hadjacent/hreference) between adjacent and 

reference buildings are influential factors controlling SSSI phenomena [16–18,30,32]. In this study, to 

explore the effects of mass between adjacent buildings on SSSI phenomena, the mass of S1, the most 

massive structure, was pre‐designed to be approximately 1.5 times larger than the mass of S2 and 

15.3 times larger than that of S3. The mass ratio (ψ1-2=mS1/mS2) between S1 and S2 was 1.5, while the 

mass ratio (ψ1-3=mS1/mS3) between S1 and S3 was 15.3. Also, to investigate the effect of height ratio 

between adjacent structures, height ratios were pre‐defined to be χ1‐2 = hS1/hS2 = 1.14 for S1 and S2 

structures and 3.16 for S1 and S3 (i.e., χ1‐3 = 3.16). Therefore, in a tested case composed of S1 and S2 
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structures, the mass ratio ψ2‐1 and height ratio χ2‐1 for S1 structure were 0.67, and 0.88 respectively, 

while these values were inversely calculated for S2 structure as ψ1‐2 = 1.5 and χ1‐2 = 1.14. Similarly, for 

a series of tests with a configuration of S1 and S3 structures, the mass ratio ψ3-1 was 0.07 and the height 

ratio χ3‐1 was 0.32 for the S1 structure. For the S3 structure, ψ1‐3 was 15.3 and χ1‐3 was 3.16.  

Fixed‐base natural frequencies of small‐scale structure models (fn,model) were measured by the 

impact hammer test on fixed‐based small‐scale models and calculated by the fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) analysis from measured results. With reference to the scaling law [37], fixed‐base natural 

frequencies (fn) of the prototype structures were calculated to be 2.19 Hz for S1, 1.82 Hz for S2, and 

7.05 Hz for S3. Alexander et al. [16] have reported beneficial SSSI effects on structural response when 

the adjacent structure is shorter or has a higher fixed‐base frequency. Since the S1 building was taller, 

but has higher stiffness and fixed‐base frequency compared to the S2 structure, the influence of height 

ratio or fixed‐base frequency ratio on SSSI could be differentiated between the S1 and S2 structures. 

In addition, Both S2 and S3 structures were shorter and smaller than the S1 structure. However, the 

S3 structure had a higher fixed‐base frequency while the S2 structure had a lower fixed‐base 

frequency than the S1 building. Therefore, whether height ratio or fixed‐base frequency ratio could 

control SSSI was also determined by comparing the response of S1 structure when it was located 

adjacent to the S2 or S3 structures.  

A poorly‐graded clean silica sand (Gs = 2.65 and D50 = 0.51 mm) was used in this study, with its 

index properties are presented in Table 2. An air‐pluviation method was adopted to prepare a model 

ground with targeted relative density (Dr) of 80 %. The ground model (thickness of 27 m at the 

prototype scale) was prepared with an instrument having an array of eight pairs of in‐flight bender 

elements as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows shear wave velocities (Vs) of the soil measured by in‐

flight bender element array under centrifuge acceleration. Measured Vs well‐matched with VS 

estimated by the laboratory test results such as oedometer equipped with bender elements and 

resonant column (RC) tests performed on the soil at the same relative density.  

Table 2. Fundamental characteristics of soil modeling in centrifuge test. 

Properties Value 

Specific gravity, Gs 2.65 

Fine contents passing #200 (%) 0.9 

Maximum void ratio, emax 1.137 

Minimum void ratio, emin 0.616 

Uniformity coefficient, Cu 1.6 

Soil classification, USCS SP 

Relative density, Dr (%) 80 

Dry density (t/m3) 1.54 

Friction angle, φ (deg.) 36.6 

FSv, the vertical factor of safety, was defined with Terzaghi’s equation [38] to determine bearing 

capacity of the soil‐foundation system. The internal friction angle of the sand was evaluated to be 

36.6 by performing triaxial tests at the same relative density of the soil. Calculated FSv value was 

19.6 for S1, 22.5 for S2, and 23.1 for S3, which indicates very high values for all structures.  

To monitor motions of the soil and foundation/structure simultaneously, a total of 23 

accelerometers (PCB353B17, PCB Piezotronics) were installed at the ESB box, in the soil, at the soil 

surface, or at the structure model as shown in Figure 1. A vertical array of horizontal accelerometers 

(A2 to A6) in the ground was used to explore ground response in the soil. An accelerometer A23 was 

located on the ESB box to measure bed‐rock input motion accurately. Vertical and horizontal 

accelerometers (i.e., A7 and A8) were installed to measure the free‐field motion (FFM), due to input 

motion. Note that the locations for these free‐field accelerometers were chosen to be far away from 

the structures and boundary of the ESB box as much as possible, to reduce the structure’s motion and 

boundary effects. Additional accelerometers were attached at foundations, on walls, and at roofs of 

all structures to monitor foundation input motion (FIM), wall motion (WM), and roof motion (RM), 
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respectively. Six laser sensors (KEYENCE IL‐300) were installed at a rigid frame to measure 

permanent settlement of soil surface (L1) during spinning of the centrifuge and record final 

settlement and rocking angle of foundations of each structure.  

 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of typical centrifuge models for S1‐S2 structures in case of 0.03B distance 

with installation of in‐flight bender elements, accelerometers, and laser sensors. Accelerometers 

installed in soil are marked in blue while those bonded at structure are indicated as red. 
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Figure 2. Shear‐wave velocity profile of prototype soil in comparison with results from Oedometer 

and RC (Resonant Column) tests. 

2.2.2. Input Motions 

Two input motions (an artificial earthquake with a high intensity and wide bandwidth 

frequency excitation, and a historical earthquake called as Hachinohe earthquake with a long period 

and short duration (recorded at Tokachi Oki, Japan in 1968), as shown in Figure 3) were applied as 

input excitations in each test. Frequency components of these two input motions ranging from 1 to 6 

Hz are covered fixed‐base frequency (fn) of S1 and S2 structure, which is approximately 2 Hz. The fn 

of the S3 structure is higher than the frequency range of both input motions. Input motions were 

filtered with allowable frequency range (40 Hz to 300 Hz at model scale) of the earthquake simulator. 

By normalizing input time series to a scale factor to obtain target peak acceleration (apeak), three 

different levels of input motions were applied as base excitation. Note that the suffix of H (apeak =~0.3 

g), M (apeak =~0.2 g), and L (apeak =~0.1 g) in the name of each case indicated high, medium, and low 

intensity of the input motion, respectively.  
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Figure 3. Input motions in time domain (a) and 5 % damping response spectra (b). fn denotes fixed‐

base frequency of each building. 

2.2.3. Experimental Layouts 

Table 3 presents the experimental layout in this study. Three reference tests were performed to 

obtain reference responses of isolated S1, S2, and S3 structures. A series of experiments were carried 

out with two buildings (i.e., S1 and S2 structures in case S1‐S2, and S1 and S3 structures in case S1‐
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S3) having different distances. Since Alexander et al. [16] have reported that (1) SSSI effects were 

obtained at the distance up to twice the foundation width (B); (2) when the distance decreases, SSSI 

effects become more extreme, especially when the distance is smaller than the width of the foundation. 

Three different distances between two structures were chosen as B, 0.5B, and 0.03B, considering the 

size of the ESB box, where B was the width of the S1 structure. Figure 1 shows a typical experimental 

setup for the test with S1 and S2 structures (named S1‐S2 test) with a distance of 0.03B. 

Table 3. Experimental layouts. 

Case 
Distance 

Remark 
B 0.5B 0.03B 

Ref. S1, S2, S3 − − − Three reference tests for S1, S2, S3 

S1‐S2 √ √ √ 
S1 + S2 structures 

D (m) 10.4 7.8 5.4 

S1‐S3 √ √ √ 
S1 + S3 structures 

D (m) 8.8 6.3 3.8 

Note: (√) = performed tests; (−) = ignored tests; D = Center‐to‐center distance between foundations. 

2.3. Soil Ground Settlement Under Repeated Tests 

Ten centrifuge tests were performed consequently with different structure layouts. Since the 

input motion was applied during each test, the soil was slightly densified. However, permanent 

settlements of the ground surface and foundation measured by laser sensors indicated approximately 

1.7 mm. The increment in Dr between the initial and final conditions due to the settlement was 

calculated to be approximately 1%. Therefore, it was presumed that the change in Dr of the soil model 

was minor due to a very dense soil model condition. 

3. Experimental Results  

3.1. Seismic Soil-Foundation-Structure Interaction (SFSI) 

In the dynamic structural analyses, although free‐field (FF) motion is considered as input motion 

[3,4], acceleration recorded at the foundation called foundation input motion (FIM) usually differs 

from FF due to kinematic interaction of SFSI. Furthermore, inertial interaction due to inertial vibration 

of structure mass can cause difference between earthquake motion recorded at structure and FIM 

when it propagates from the foundation [13]. To eliminate effects of FF amplification, 5 % response 

spectra of the foundation motion were normalized to those of FF as the ratio of response spectra 

(RRSFIM) [39] while the inertial interaction was assessed by ratio of response spectra (RRSII) of roof 

motion (RM) to that of FIM [40].  

Figure 4 shows RRSFIM and RRSII of S1 structure with artificial earthquake at three different input 

intensities. It could be seen that foundation response was amplified at around 7 Hz (Figure 4a) which 

was close to the foundation sliding frequency. Moreover, FIM was slightly amplified at around 1 Hz 

as a result of inertial response from the lumped‐mass. Base‐slap averaging effects of kinematic 

interaction on foundation response were indicated by the below unity of RRSFIM values at the high‐

frequency range over the foundation sliding frequency [13] as shown in Figure 4a. In Figure 4b, RM 

was amplified at dominant peak frequency (i.e., flexible‐base frequency, fflex) which was 1.6 Hz at 

L_Input, 1.3 Hz at M_Input, and 1.0 Hz at H_Input. These values were slightly lower than the fixed‐

base natural frequency (fn = 2.19 Hz) of S1 structure indicating period lengthening or frequency 

shortening of SFSI [2,13]. With increasing seismic loading, the maximum RRS of RM, the peak of 

response spectra ratio indicated by solid circles in Figure 4b, and fflex decreased due to degradation in 

stiffness of soil beneath structures with an increase in earthquake motion or strain level [13,40,41]. 

RRSII of S2 and S3 structures were also defined and plotted in Figure 5 with artificial input at L_Input 

which indicated period lengthening effect in SFSI of the two structures. Moreover, the higher and 
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more massive structure (i.e., S1 structure) exhibited higher Max.RRSII because it had higher inertial 

characteristics (i.e., height and mass).  
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Figure 4. Ratio of response spectra (RRS) of S1 structure considering foundation input motion (RRSFIM) 

(a) and inertia interaction (RRSII) with artificial input motion (b). fn is fixed‐base frequency of S1 

structure. Solid circles indicate peak RRS of each case. 

Figure 6 shows variations of observed flexible‐base frequencies (fflex) of S1, S2, and S3 structures 

with three different levels of input excitation. Markers of connected lines indicate the average fflex 

values with error bars showing a difference in results between two input motions at each level. For 

all structures, a similar trend was observed: fflex of all structures decreased with increasing intensity 

of input excitation. In addition, a structure with higher fn had a higher fflex regardless of the input 

intensity. However, with increasing input intensity, the difference in fflex of three structures reduced 

and converged at the highest observed input levels, due to difference in aspect ratio value A (A= h/rf, 
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where h was height and rf was foundation equivalent radius as shown in Table 1). Aspect ratio values 

for S1, S2, and S3 structure were 3.2, 3.17, and 3.62, respectively. Previous studies [13,41] have 

reported that a structure with a higher aspect ratio value has a larger increment in period lengthening 

when soil stiffness decreases. Therefore, S3 structure with the highest aspect ratio value exhibited the 

largest decrement in fflex, when the input intensity increased or when the soil stiffness decreased. 

Relatively lower reductions in fflex were observed for S1 and S2 structures because of lower aspect 

ratio. 
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Figure 5. RRSII of S1, S2, and S3 structures with artificial input motion at L_Input intensity. fn and 

solid circles indicate are fixed‐base frequency and peak RRS of each structure, respectively. 
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Figure 6. Variation of flexible‐base frequency (fflex) of S1, S2, and S3 structure with level of input 

excitation. fn indicates fixed‐base frequency of each structure. Average value from two input motions 

was plotted. Error bars indicate variations of two motions. 
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3.2. Dynamic SSSI Effects on S1 Structure 

3.2.1. SSSI Effects on Responses of S1 Structure in Frequency Domain 

In frequency domain analysis of SSSI phenomena, a number of previous studies have reported 

changes in natural frequency (i.e., flexible‐base frequency of the structure, fflex) and seismic response 

of structure by plotting response spectra or transfer function [42–44]. In the present study, with an 

assumption of stability in ground amplification due to non‐compacted ground and consistently 

applying input excitations, SSSI effects on the response of S1 structure were explored by comparing 

RM recorded for each SSSI test to that of the reference test which was response of single structure.  

Power Spectral Density (PSD) showing the distribution of power of a signal in frequency domain 

was calculated for S1 structure with a 1024‐point hamming window for smoothing [33]. PSD values 

at a defined frequency (PSDf) could be obtained using Welch’s method [45]: 

���� =
1

�
� ��

�

���

(�) (1) 

where K is the number of segments, k is the order of segment, and Pm(f) is modified periodogram 

value. Pm(f) can be defined from discrete Fourier transform of each segment as: 

��(�) =
1

∑ ��(�)�
���

|��(�)|� (2) 

where M is the number of points in each segment, Xk(f) is windowed discrete Fourier transform, and 

ω(m) is window function. Figure 7 shows typical results of PSD of RM for S1 structure installed with 

S2 or S3 structures in various distances (i.e., B, 0.5B, and 0.03B) at medium earthquake input intensity. 

Solid lines indicate reference distribution of PSD for S1 structure (i.e., the single response for S1 

structure). Compared to the reference response, SSSI effects caused a reduction in peak PSD of RM 

for S1 presented by solid points in Figure 7 when other structures such as S2 or S3 were located beside 

at all tested distances.  
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Figure 7. Power Spectra Density (PSD) of S1 structure (a) S1‐S2 tests with artificial EQ; (b) S1‐S2 tests with Hachinohe EQ; (c) S1‐S3 tests with artificial EQ; (d) S1‐

S3 tests with Hachinohe EQ at M_Input intensity. Solid circles indicate peak PSD at resonant frequency. fflex indicates flexible‐base frequency of S1 structure. 
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For a more robust observation of change in response, the total of power spectral density (ΣPSD) 

indicating total energy of roof motion in the frequency domain was estimated for PSD of S1 structure. 

SSSI effects on S1 structure were evaluated using variation in ΣPSD of S1 structure in SSSI tests 

(ΣPSD(SSSI)) with that of reference test (ΣPSD(Ref)) as follows: 

∆PSD [%] =
ΣPSD(SSSI) − ΣPSD(Ref)

ΣPSD(Ref)
× 100 (3) 

Table 4 presents ΔPSD of S1 with a combination of S2 and S3 structures at different distances. 

ΣPSD of S1 building reduced when S2 or S3 structure was placed at all tested distances regardless of 

the type and intensity of input motions. ΣPSD of S1 structure reduced more in tests with S2 structure 

compared to that in experiments involving S3 structure because S2 building had higher inertial 

characteristics (i.e., height and mass) than S3 [16,17]. More decrement in ΣPSD was observed in tests 

at low input intensity compared to that at high input level. The most substantial decrement in ΣPSD 

of S1 was found to be approximately 30% in case of S2 structure located beside with distance B at 

L_Input. This observation could be attributed to decrement in inertial interaction of SFSI with 

increased input excitation level as observed in Figure 4. Experimental results with S1 and S3 

structures at a distance of 0.03B, H_Input level of the artificial EQ, and all input levels of Hachinohe 

EQ could not be recorded because S3 structure collapsed during the test. Note that the negative value 

of ΔPSD in Table 4 denotes a decrement in ΣPSD of S1 structure response.  

Table 4. Percentage change of total power spectra density (ΔPSD) of S1 structure for a series of tests 

with S2 and S3 structures placed beside. 

ΔPSDS1 (%) 
Artificial EQ Hachinohe EQ 

L_Input M_Input H_Input L_Input M_Input H_Input 

S1‐S2 case 

B‐Dist −30.30 −27.18 −18.54 −22.90 −22.81 −17.40 

0.5B‐Dist −9.88 −7.20 −0.77 −13.21 −3.31 −3.83 

0.03B‐Dist −21.61 −8.05 −6.97 −1.31 −1.48 −10.16 

S1‐S3 case 

B‐Dist −9.17 −6.35 −2.31 −23.72 −8.15 −19.48 

0.5B‐Dist −5.91 −2.01 −0.45 −15.37 −4.61 −3.54 

0.03B‐Dist −2.99 −0.01 − − − − 

As shown in Figure 7, the effect of SSSI phenomena on fflex of S1 structure could be negligible 

because almost no change was observed in frequency when compared with the reference case. Similar 

results were also observed in frequency shifting at other input earthquake excitation levels (i.e., 

L_Input and H_Input of both artificial and Hachinohe earthquakes), thus illustrating similar trends 

of SSSI effects in frequency shifting. 

3.2.2. SSSI Effects on Responses of S1 in the Time Domain 

There are several parameters to evaluate structural response in the time‐domain. Although peak 

acceleration (PA) is considered as a simplified parameter to indicate earthquake intensity, arias 

intensity (Ia) is reconized as more vigorous because it shows total energy of excitation with all 

recorded data points in the time domain [31,46]. Arias intensity can be calculated based on the 

acceleration‐time history (at), time period (dt), and acceleration of gravity (g) using following 

equation: 

I� =
�

2�
� ��

� ��
�

�

 (4) 
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Figure 8 illustrates normalized Ia in SSSI testing cases to the reference case (i.e., Ia/Ia.Ref) in 

M_Input level for S1‐S2 and S1‐S3. the average results, measured by two input motions, were plotted 

with error bars reflecting variations of two input motions. As shown in Figure 8, a reduction in total 

response of S1 structure was observed, not only at the foundation, but also at both wall and roof 

motions, due to appearance of S2 or S3 structure. The most substantial decrement in S1 structure 

response was experienced in the test of B distance between the two structures, which had normalized 

arias intensity (Ia/Ia.Ref) of roof motion of approximately 0.78 and 0.89 for tests with S1‐S2, and S1‐S3 

structures, respectively. When the distance between the two structures decreased, less reduction in Ia 

of S1 structure was observed compared to the case of B distance. Furthermore, there was less 

reduction in Ia of S1 structure in cases adjacent to S3 structure (Figure 8 b) compared to that in cases 

of adjacent to S2 structure (Figure 8a). This illustrates the same result when considering SSSI effects 

on PSD of S1 structure discussed earlier. Similar trends for normalized Ia of S1 structure were also 

observed at all input excitations tested. 
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Figure 8. Normalized Ia of S1 foundation (F), wall (W), and roof (R) in case of interaction with (a) S2 

structure and (b) S3 structure to Ia of S1 structure in the reference case. Average value from two input 

motions was plotted. Error bars indicate variations of two motions. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Effects of Distance Between Structures 

Figure 9a,b show averaged trends of ΔPSD for S1 structure installed with S2 structure, and S3 

structure at various distances, respectively. Average trends of ΔPSD for S2, and S3 structures with S1 

are plotted in Figure 9c,d, respectively. Error bars show a variation in results of the two input motions 

that indicates the similar trends, were observed for two input motions. The dashed line at zero ΔPSD 

implies unchanged total power spectral density of structure due to SSSI effects. A negative value of 

ΔPSD indicates that SSSI phenomena decrease the structure response. The “unfavorable distance,” 

ranging from λ/4 to λ/2 proposed by Padrón et al. [34], was also marked in Figure 8, where λ was soil 

wavelength induced by adjacent structure vibration during an earthquake. For example, when 

considering SSSI effects on S1 structure with S2 structure (Figure 9a), λS2 was plotted. The λ value 

(=vs. FF×Ť) is related to the free‐field shear wave velocity (Vs·FF) and the fundamental period of soil‐

foundation‐structure systems (Ť), which can be defined from fflex in Figure 6. Furthermore, Trombetta 

et al. [33] have reported that versus FF is approximately 0.4 times of shear wave velocity measured at 

ground surface by in‐flight bender elements array because shear modulus of soil will decrease with 

increasing shear strain. Note that the center‐to‐center distance between foundations defined in Table 

3 was taken into comparison with the “unfavorable distance” range [34].  
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Figure 9. Variation of ΔPSD with distance between foundations (a) for S1 structure in adjacent to S2 structure in S1‐S2 case; (b) for S1 structure adjacent to S3 

structure in S1‐S3 case; (c) for S2 structure in S1‐S2 case; (d) for S3 structure in S1‐S3 case. λ is wavelength emitted from adjacent structure. 
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As shown in Figure 9, SSSI effects appeared at all tested distances between two structures 

regardless of input intensity. The response of S1 structure was reduced compared to reference motion 

because of interaction with S2 or S3 structures (Figure 9a,b respectively). The most significant 

reduction in response of S1 structure (i.e., the most considerable SSSI effect on S1 structure) was 

observed at B distance, which was approximately one‐half of the wavelength (λ/2) or the lowest peak 

of the wave radiated from the adjacent structures (i.e., S2 or S3). When the distance decreased to λ/4 

or to the middle point of the radiation wave amplitude expected to have the lowest influence of 

radiation wave, the ΔPSD value of S1 structure increased and approached zero value indicating SSSI 

effects on S1 structure decrease. In contrast to S1 structure behavior, SSSI effects increased the total 

power spectral density of S2 and S3 structures as illustrated in Figure 9c,d. Also, S2 and S3 structures 

experienced the lowest increment in response, at a distance of λS1/2, with interacting S1 structure, 

while ΔPSD of S2 and S3 structures surged when the distance between structures decreased. The 

reduction of S3 response at λ/4 distance in case of S1‐S3 (Figure 9d) could be attributed to two reasons: 

(1) AN increase in soil stiffness below S3 structure, due to closeness to a much heavier structure (i.e., 

S1), and (2) SSSI effects diminished with increasing height ratio between structures [32]. However, 

observed results for S1 and S2 structures in the S1‐S2 case at H_Input level, with both input motions 

(i.e., dash‐dot blue lines in Figure 9a,c still followed the above trend, although the most significant 

structure response was obtained at a distance of 0.5B. Due to the reduction in fflex of these structures 

at H_Input level (Figure 6), compared to that at lower input intensities, adjacent structure vibrated 

with longer wavelength, causing peak response of S1 or S2 structure at a distance of 0.5B. Therefore, 

it is reasonable to expect that ΔPSD of structure will decrease from the highest value when the 

surrounded structure is located at a distance smaller than λ/4, or it will increase from the lowest value 

when neighboring building moves out of the range of λ/2 (arrow lines shown in Figure 9). 

4.2. Effects of Height Ratio, Mass Ratio, and Inertial Interaction 

Several previous researches have reported an increment in structure response because of the 

appearance of a neighboring structure which is taller and more massive or has a lower fixed‐base 

frequency [16–18,30–32]. However, in the present study, the influence of fixed‐base frequency on SSSI 

phenomena could be neglected because a reduction in response of S1 structure was observed when 

located near S2 or S3 building, although S2 building had a lower fixed‐base frequency, while S3 

structure had a higher fixed‐base frequency compared to S1 structure (Table 1). Furthermore, an 

increment in S2 structure response was obtained when higher fixed‐base frequency S1 structure was 

placed nearby regardless of the distance between two structures, type, or level of input motions. 

Figure 10 illustrates the relationship between height ratio (χ) and ΔPSD at low and high input 

intensities of two input motions. The results of Aldaikh et al. [32] were also included for comparison 

indicating a similar observation: There was a decrease in response of higher structure (where χ was 

smaller than unity) and an increase in lower structure regardless of types or levels of input excitation. 

Transferred seismic vibration of higher structure might have increased the response of a shorter 

structure during an earthquake excitation and vice versa [30]. Moreover, maximum and minimum 

values of ΔPSD were found at height ratio of 0.88, and 1.14, respectively. Less significant change in 

ΣPSD was observed at lower height ratio (i.e., χ = 0.31) or at greater height ratio (i.e., χ = 3.16), with 

“S” shaped trend of relationship between height ratio and ΔPSD similar to results of Aldaikh et al. 

[32]. An approximate unity of height ratio could be considered as a threshold value to separate, 

whether SSSI effect increased or reduced structure motion during an excitation based on 

experimental results of this study.  
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Figure 10. Variation of ΔPSD with height ratio suffered from (a) artificial EQ at L_Input; (b) Hachinohe EQ at L_Input; (c) artificial EQ at H_Input; and (d) Hachinohe 

EQ at H_Input. 
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However, the increment and the decrement in estimated ∆PSD in this study were excessive 

compared to previous research, especially at L_Input excitation, as shown in Figure 10a,b. Estimated 

∆PSD values were around 80% and minus 30% at χ = 1.14, and χ = 0.88, respectively. These values are 

much higher, and lower than those suggested by Aldaikh et al. [32], respectively. Note that in their 

study, mass ratio between structures was approximately unity, and the maximum acceleration level 

of input motions was around 0.1 g, which was approximately the same as the L_Input excitation used 

in the present study. Therefore, such over‐estimation of SSSI effects could be attributed to significant 

difference in mass between structures.  

Figure 11 shows the relation of ΔPSD and mass ratio (ψ) with the same input motions (i.e., 

artificial and Hachinohe earthquakes) and input intensities (i.e., L_Input and H_Input) used in Figure 

10 for comparison. A reduction in total power spectral density of more massive structure and an 

increment in that of the lighter structure in SSSI phenomena were observed, consistent with previous 

studies [17,30]. Trends influenced by the mass ratio on the variation of ΔPSD are similar to those of 

the height ratio shown in Figure 10, indicating that height and mass ratio had the same effect of on 

ΔPSD. In addition, a higher and more massive structure exhibited higher inertial interaction in SFSI 

as indicated by Max.RRSII value (solid circle points) in Figure 5. Therefore, relative Max.RRSII values 

between structures, which implicitly contain both mass and height ratios could be a key factor in 

controlling SSSI phenomena. Consequently, a variation of ΔPSD with ratio of Max.RRSII (i.e., ratio of 

Max.RRSII of adjacent structure to that of reference structure, with Max.RRSII values at L_Input 

intensity, was taken for each structure to reduce the non‐linear behavior of soil) was plotted in Figure 

12. There was a reduction in response of structure with higher inertial interaction or greater Max.RRSII 

value and an increment in response of structure with lower inertial interaction, in agreement with 

previous observations [16–18,30–32]. In SSSI phenomena between the two structures, the vibration of 

a larger structure with a higher response or greater Max.RRSII value can transfer and increase the 

response of smaller structure nearby by rocking interaction stiffness between structures through the 

soil [16,47]. The effects of input level on SSSI could be explained. SSSI effects are more significant at 

low input intensity (i.e., in Figure 12 a,b) because the inertial interaction is more remarkable as shown 

in Figure 4b. When input intensity increases, the inertial interaction of soil‐foundation‐structure 

systems will decrease, thus resulting in less variation of ΔPSD. 
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Figure 11. Variation of ΔPSD with mass ratio suffered from (a) L_Input of artificial EQ; (b) L_Input of Hachinohe EQ; (c) H_Input of artificial EQ; and (d) H_Input 

of Hachinohe EQ. 
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Figure 12. Variation of ΔPSD with ratio of Max.RRSII suffered from artificial earthquake at (a) L_Input and (b) H_Input. 
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5. Conclusions 

The problem of SSSI with two structures was investigated by a series of geotechnical centrifuge 

experiments. Dense sand ground was prepared with several instruments. Three structures were 

made of aluminum with different mass, height, and fixed‐base frequency. Different configurations of 

two structures located on the ground surface were tested under two earthquake input motions at 

various input intensities. Major observations are as follows:  

1. Roof motion amplified at a lower frequency compared to fixed‐base natural frequency indicating 

a period lengthening of the soil‐structure system. FIM was de‐amplified at high frequency due 

to base‐slab averaging of kinematic interaction effects. Flexible‐base frequencies of all structures 

decreased at larger input intensity.  

2. SSSI affected structure response in both time and frequency domains indicated by reduction in 

both ΣPSD and Ia of S1 structure when it was located adjacent to S2 or S3 structures representing 

both lighter and lower structures. However, SSSI phenomena almost had no influence on the 

resonant frequency of a more massive structure during an earthquake. More reduction in 

response of S1 structure was observed at L_Input excitation compared to that at higher input 

intensities. 

3. Severe SSSI effects were observed in distance smaller than the width of the foundation. Center‐

to‐center unfavorable distance could be λ/4 (λ is the wavelength emitted from an adjacent 

structure) where the most significant increment in structure response of smaller structure was 

observed.  

4. Fixed‐base frequency ratio between structures had an insignificant influence on SSSI phenomena. 

Height ratio (χ) and mass ratio (ψ) reflecting relative inertial interaction behavior between 

structures controlled SSSI effects between two structures in this study. Depending on whether χ 

and ψ values were smaller or larger than 1, SSSI effects could reduce or increase structure 

motions, respectively. SSSI effects were found to be more severe at a low‐intensity earthquake 

because of significant inertial interaction mechanism of the structure. With increasing input 

intensity, less significant SSSI effects were observed. 
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